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Dear MAANZ members 

Welcome to the final e-mag for 2016.   

 

New NZ Rep 

We are concluding the year with an exciting 

announcement!  Our association is remaining as MAANZ and 

our new NZ representative is Janet Derbyshire. I am thrilled that 

we are able to continue and to grow our creative relationships 

with New Zealand. Thank you Janet and I look forward to many 

creative collaborations. 

 

 

And Finally ... 

I would like to wish you all happy holidays, sunshine and sophrosyne  - an old Greek 

word that relates to the deep awareness of one’s true self resulting in happiness. 

 

May you be inspired, creative and light of heart until we meet again in 2017, hopefully 

at the symposium in Tasmania. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep inspired 

noula  

Janet Derbyshire 

Mount Wellington 

Photo credit Paul Fleming, Tourism Tasmania Visual 

Library and Tourism Tasmania 



Keynote Speaker Announced 

The MAANZ 2017 Mosaic 

Symposium Committee is excited 

to announce our keynote speaker 

Toyoharu Kii from Japan.  He 

heads up our sister organisation 

in Japan; MAAJ, (Mosaic Art 

Association of Japan) who also 

have a similar event; the Mosaic 

Biennale.  Kii has had a busy year 

with an exhibition in Chicago, and has just been to France with one of his works on 

display at Chartres, in the international mosaic exhibition Prix Picassiette .  He works 

mostly in marble and produces monochromatic works showing mastery of textures and 

andamento.   We look forward to welcoming him to Hobart and the symposium. 

 

Kii will be holding a workshop at the 

Symposium in Hobart in August 2017, so 

keep an eye out for his workshop and 

others when registrations open next 

year.   

 

For more information, check out our 

MAANZ 2015 Mosaic Symposium keynote 

speaker Emma Biggs talking about KII’s 

work in the following video from a 2013  

exhibition at Ciel Gallery in the USA. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=ZwPV8WOnTGc 

 

 

We will be announcing more 

speakers over the next few 

months and will have profiles 

in future editions of the eMag.  

It is going to be an exciting line 

up of artists from overseas 

and Australia and is sure to 

get your creative minds to 

think outside the square! 
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2017 Symposium co-

ordinator, Sue Leitch 

reports on progress 

with the 2017 Hobart 

symposium. 

Follow us on Facebook  

Toyoharu Kii 

The Long and Winding Road 

Toyoharu Kii 

Eggplant 

Toyoharu Kii 

Obelisque 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwPV8WOnTGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwPV8WOnTGc
https://www.facebook.com/MAANZsymposiumtasmania/


Coming by Ferry? 

Because we are an island, sometimes it is 

worthwhile to do a bit of preplanning.  We do 

have peaks for booking a ferry spot.  So if you 

are planning on coming over by car and doing 

a bit of a tour either pre or post-symposium, I 

would suggest you investigate options early.  

This would be even more so if you are 

bringing a motorhome or towing a caravan.  

The Spirit of Tasmania leaves from Melbourne 

and lands at Devonport in the north of the 

state.  They do day and overnight sailings but this can change, so it is best to check your 

options online.  

 

For information about booking on the Spirit of Tasmania see here. 

 

 Workshop at Castle Phoenix 

As part of the symposium we are planning a full day 

workshop at the castle which is based in Geeveston, 

just under an hour south of Hobart.  If you are keen to 

help out at the castle keep an eye out for Christine and 

Francis’ workshop when the workshop registration form 

comes out next year.  We will be hiring a minibus to 

attend so places will be limited unless you have your 

own transport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sue Leitch 

2017 Symposium Co-ordinator 

 

MAANZ Symposium  

Think Beyond the Square 

 Hobart Function Centre  

Hobart, Tasmania  

17th to 21st August 2017 
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Spring leaf - work in progress on 

the table at Castle Phoenix 

Platypus mosaic near the river at Castle Phoenix 

https://www.spiritoftasmania.com.au


In the last of this series on mosaics in Australia, David Jack ponders the future of mosaic in 

public spaces. 

 

In 1989, Joe Attard and I formed Mel-

bourne Mural Studio (MMS) immediately 

commencing a major mosaic commission 

for the Skygarden corporate and retail 

centre in Sydney. This included a foyer 

floor mosaic and wall mosaic features,  a 

ten metre across archway mosaic  and a 

seven metre high foyer wall featuring the 

Maiden of Abundance.  With a team of five 

people it was a significant statement as to 

what can be achieved creatively for a city 

building. 

 

The studio’s mandate was to make the built environment better, to add a dimension 

that people could actually relate to.  What a thought! Over the last 25 years since then 

hundreds of projects have been undertaken all over Australia. We are still creating mo-

saic features for commercial and private settings, but there has been some cultural ter-

rorism going on in various states of Australia. 

 

What are we to make of the current cultural mores of 

our time as we see the trashing of the enriched cultur-

al fabric of our cityscape in favour of nothing, yes 

nothing. Paper cut out patterns and cracked floors are 

seen as an appropriate interpretation of prior deco 

architecture that is being replaced.  And when those 

paper cut out patterns and cracked floors are reinter-

preted in ten years’ time for the next fit out what will 

we get? 

 

 

So what is valued in our cities’ cultural fabric? Is it all just the ‘now crisp’ look’?  What 

would Melbourne be like without Flinders St Station, St Paul’s Cathedral, the State Li-

brary ,the Immigration Museum, Parliament House or the Block Arcade? They all show-

case what was culturally expressible, and we love them now a hundred years after they 

were built.  

    

Many of the major pro-

jects we were involved 

with have been de-

stroyed or removed 

from their original set-

ting over the last few 

years.  
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David  holds a diplo-

ma in Art and Design. 

He worked on most of 

Harold Freedman’s  

major murals and mo-

saics and in 1989 co-

founded the Mel-

bourne Mural Studio 

to undertake public art 

commissions. Skygar-

den, Chifley Plaza, Aus-

tralia on Collins and 

Milkyway Dreaming 

mosaics are amongst 

some hundreds of pro-

jects. 

Skygarden entrance 1989 , smalti.  

concepts by Public Art Squad 

Banksias, Chifley Plaza Food Court   

1992. Smalti 

Tattersalls bistro  

Three wall panels 1998 

Smalti  

concepts Mike Dodds 
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All gone without a word of protest or la-

ment. Skygarden floor mosaics all gone. 

The Archway is sitting in a sculpture park in 

a town west of Orange waiting to be as-

sembled. The Maiden is at the Power-

house Museum in Sydney having a repur-

posed life there. The Sydney Tattersall’s 

Club, three wall mosaic panel still lifes all 

gone. Chifley Plaza Food Court  - 20 floor 

mosaic inserts - all trashed. 

 

In Melbourne the 100  Entertainers 

of the Century 12 metre wall mosaic 

has been carefully removed and 

stored, waiting to be reinstated in a 

new location. Three floor mosaics 

from Australia on Collins were all 

trashed.  We originally had seven 

mosaic works there. 

 

 

I understand that any artworks in retail settings are subject to the cycle of refurbishing 

every decade or two. We like to think we bring a quality to the projects that the works 

should be able to be appreciated and last indefinitely. Some are able to be heritage 

listed which does seem to give the projects some sort of protection. Our 2010 Ade-

laide project is still in place, so that’s one positive thing. 

 

In 2011 former Federal Minister Peter Reith 

wrote “These murals and mosaics are both 

part of our history and a rich part of the cul-

tural texture of Victoria. ... The State Govern-

ment should consider reappointing a State 

Artist to promote the arts. ... An inventory of 

murals and mosaics should be compiled and 

efforts made to find those that may have 

gone missing from public buildings. And our 

tourist promotion bureau should compile a 

Melbourne walk for tourists to see our mosa-

ics and murals.  Through these measures, by 

encouraging the conservation of our heritage 

and by promoting the development of the arts, governments both State and Federal, 

can work to encourage worthwhile job opportunities. ….. it could deliver real benefits 

and ... provide rich rewards for individuals and our community” 

 

David Jack 
See more of David’s work at http://www.muralstudio.com.au/ 

 

 

Australia on Collins main entrance 1991 

Smalti  

100 Entertainers of the Century 2006  

Smalti. Concept Jamie Cooper  

Atrium floor mosaic Adelaide Apartments 2010  

French glass and metal mosaic  

“What are we to make 

of the current cultural 

mores of our time as 

we see the trashing of 

the enriched cultural 

fabric of our city-

scape…?” 

http://www.muralstudio.com.au/


My life long affinity with the colour white was what first drew me to Valeria Ercolani’s 

piece, Untitled.  It was some time before I was aware of the significance of andamento, 

texture, reflection, etc. in a mosaic. Now that my understanding of these elements is 

somewhat better, I get even greater inspiration from her work. This particular piece was 

the main stimulus for a recent piece of mine.  

 

Untitled is a mosaic in muted colour palette with two dominant monochromatic blocks. The 

white section sits like a giant ornate necklace around a woman’s neck; the plain stone 

coloured marble. In essence it is a simple, yet exquisite work of art based in a kind of 

softened geometry of juxtaposed shapes. To me, her piece represents the Italian sense 

of effortless style in its refined form; a kind of Italian minimalism like the Armani suit, 

unassuming yet a result of great craftsmanship, sense of form, texture and beauty. 

In this piece, Ercolani explores the monochromatic single material from every side and 

angle with a calm curiosity, awareness and delicate consideration. The texture she cre-

ates with the white marble makes that seemingly elementary shape fascinating and al-

luring in a playful sort of way. 

 

Her andamento flows gracefully in a rhythm which encompasses a certain explorative 

spontaneity and lightness. Yet, at the same time, I get the sense of precision from this 

work, where each tessera sits in its perfect place. The result is a delicate, elegant and 

sophisticated mosaic which invites the viewer to explore and connect to this piece with 

patience and curiosity in order to feel the beauty as they trace her engaging andamento 

and the rough texture of the marble with their eyes. 

 

Saskia Kremer 
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Two years ago, 

Saskia discovered 

that mosaic is the 

perfect medium for 

combining her need 

for creativity with her 

love of visual art. Her 

focus has been on 

exploration of vari-

ous techniques and 

materials to create 

primarily abstract 

contemporary pieces.  

Untitled 

Valeria Ercolani 

60 x 60 cm 
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Cutting up cups, plates and other items is one of my favourite art activities. The way-

ward nature of crockery with its bumps, curves and cracks is all part of the appeal be-

cause you never quite know how it will behave or what can be achieved. The colours, 

designs, history, cultural references and quirks can turn an ordinary mosaic into some-

thing magical. Cut crockery 

looks beautiful in simple mo-

saic projects such as mirrors 

or vases but with a little imag-

ination you can also incorpo-

rate it into fine art. Interesting 

details such as pictures, 

words and backstamps (the 

maker’s mark) can add cultur-

al and historical references to 

your art pieces. My work of-

ten features crockery used in 

this way. Here’s how I do it. 

 

1. Use the Right Tools 

Wheeled nippers designed for cutting glass work best. Tile nippers tend 

to crush the crockery but can be used as last resort for chunky pottery. 

China can blunt wheeled nippers quickly, so best to keep a separate pair 

for glass. 

 

2. ‘Open up’ the Piece  

Place your nippers as far as you can into 

the item. You don’t have a lot of control over this first 

cut, so just hold the handles of your tool with both 

hands and squeeze. Examine the broken pieces and 

decide the best way to proceed. If you just want colour-

ful tesserae then cut each piece in half again and again, 

until you get the sizes you want. You will need to discard 

any unusable pieces such as the thick rim under a plate 

that won’t sit flat in your work. 

 

 

Step 3. Using Images or Motifs 

Once you have made the first cut, clip off and discard 

the un-needed sections and lay out the pieces that 

you want. Every time you make a cut, place the pieces 

immediately back together again or you will end up 

with an impossible jigsaw! Keep cutting the pieces 

smaller until they sit flat. Once you have reassembled 

the motif you can transfer and glue it piece by piece 

straight onto your substrate, or tape together to be 

stored and used later. 

Helen Harman is a 

qualified teacher and 

artist. Her passion is 

Artopia, a vibrant art 

community in Mel-

bourne’s South East 

where people who 

share their love of mo-

saics and sculpture 

come together to learn 

and to play.  

 

 

 

Made in Australia 

2010, Helen Harman 
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

4. Petals, leaves or feather shapes  

These can sometimes be achieved from a saucer 

or a plate by placing the wheeled nippers along-

side the rim and squeezing.   

 

 

 

5. Half Cups and Mugs  

These are an interesting feature on wall hangings and 

make great planters. Place the wheel nippers as far as you 

can into the cup and squeeze. You can often be lucky and 

get a nice tidy half cut. 

 

 

 

6. Handles, spouts and lids  

These are interesting as tesserae or as parts of a sculpture. To 

remove a handle from a cup or mug place your wheeled nip-

pers inside the cup about a centimetre away from the handle 

and squeeze. Do the same on the other side of the handle. If 

you are brave enough clip away more material closer to the 

handle.  

 

 

7. Adhesion 

Use a thick tile glue such as a mastic for interior or a cement

-based adhesive for exterior. Place a decent sized blob on 

each piece and press onto the substrate. If combining with 

other materials, you may need to raise the piece up with a 

larger amount of glue. Crockery tesserae rarely sit flat. If 

grouting, this means you will have to work harder at clean-

ing up the grout to the edges of each piece.  

 

 

 

 

Be creative with china, let it inspire you. You won’t be disappointed.  

 

Good luck! 

 

 

 

Helen Harman 
Find out more about Helen and her work at http://artopiamosaics.com 

Editor’s note.  This  

style of mosaic which 

uses china is often 

known as pique assi-

ette, from the French 

for lost or stolen 

plate.  

Owl using handles for ears  

http://artopiamosaics.com/
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Marian Shapiro lives 

and works in the lower 

blue mountains just 

outside Sydney, NSW.  

She has been making 

mosaics full time since 

2003.  In August this 

year she was honoured 

to be invited to repre-

sent Australia as one of 

10 participants in the 

1st International Sym-

posium of Contempo-

rary Mosaic in Sardin-

ia, Italy. Here she 

shares her personal 

experience of this 

event. 

One morning this June I was procrastinating on Facebook and got a message out of 

the blue from Maestro Giulio Menossi asking me to participate in a symposium in 

Ploaghe, Sardinia in August.  I’d met Giulio a few times but didn’t know him well 

though I was aware that he had organised a similar mosaic event in Clauiano, Italy in 

2015.  

 

At that point August 2016 was about six weeks away.  My first thought was either this 

is how they arrange things in Italy, or that I was about the fourth person from my 

country on the list to be invited and everyone else had said no.  I later found out that 

almost everyone else who was part of this had felt the same thing. At that point, all I 

knew was that it was ten artists from nine countries.  After boring anyone who would 

listen with agonising over whether I could do it or not, I decided that I would be an 

idiot not to and I said yes. I felt simultaneously petrified and immensely honoured to 

be asked.  Later, we found out that Giulio had hand picked 20 people which had then 

been narrowed down to ten.  

 

Madre Dea 

We were all given the  same theme; Madre Dea, the Sardinian 

mother goddess, and asked to submit designs for a piece at least 

70 x 70 cm which could be either 2 or 3D.  This gave us a way into 

themes of fertility, and fecundity, birth life and death.  Another key 

element of the Sardinian culture is the presence of Nuragi, an-

cient tower-fortresses that still dot the Sardinian landscape. While 

the relationship between nuraghi and dea madre is unclear, a key 

element of the Nuragic religion was fertility.    

 

The Symposium 

The symposium lasted for 16 days, including a two-day exhibition 

at the end.  Each of us had an individual sponsor picked by ballot 

and our board, lodging and materials were all covered.  A huge 

range of materials greeted us on arrival, beautiful pizzas of smal-

ti, plus cut smalti and marble. Anything unusual or specific, we 

needed to bring or make when we got there.  

 

We worked in the courtyard of a disused Capuchin monastery in the centre of 

Ploaghe which was also used for concerts and other public events.  We each had our 

own workstation in the cloisters.  Logs were provided but we brought our own ham-

mer and hardies and any other tools.   

 

The Work Begins 

So it began – exciting, exhilarating and very hard work. For me it was the first time of 

working alongside other people with separate projects.   Like most artists I’m used to 

the solitary existence and setting my own schedule, so working in public alongside 

others to an externally imposed rhythm was very different.  We started work at 9 am, 

and worked through till 6 or 7 pm most days.  There were usually evening events 

which we were meant to attend, often talking about our work.  People came in and 

Madre Dea 

The courtyard 

Catch the video of the 

symposium here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opjPjjn28jE
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out of the courtyard during the day and spoke to us while we were working.  While 

sometimes personally challenging, I found working in a group was fantastic.  It was 

great to get feedback from other artists and Giulio was very supportive of us as individ-

uals, spending a lot of time with people.   

 

The final exhibition was combined with a party that went on into the small hours.  The 

work remains in Italy and will do some travelling to other exhibitions and after that re-

main with the individual sponsors.  All in all it was a fantastic and thrilling experience, 

exciting, exhausting, challenging, but one I wouldn’t have missed for the world.  A huge 

thank you to Giulio Menossi and all our sponsors and supporters from Ploaghe. 

Marian Shapiro 

The Work 

Liliana Waisman - Argentina 

Spatial Goddess 

She is a three-dimensional Mother Goddess with a fertile and nurturing internal space, 

capable of engendering and giving birth, illuminating humanity with her creation. Light, 

heat, spatiality and movement are present in the work, as well as strength, energy and 

pain of giving birth. The observer must move to capture the external and internal volume 

of the Godess´ space. The mosaic is made of handmade translucent resin tiles and 

joints, without any other element, using my technique, the spatial mosaic. Each tile can 

be seen in three dimensions and let the light pass from inside, expanding its ethereal 

presence beyond their own limits. 

 

 

Marian Shapiro -  Australia 

Source 

The mother goddess cult is firmly rooted in what are seen as eternal feminine 

qualities, of fertility, fecundity and giving birth.  I took as my starting point, the 

starting point of most of us. The ‘pod’ shape I covered in opus circumactum in 

red smalti.  The marble background used andamento reminiscent of the helical 

shape of DNA.   Red for blood and birth.  Black, red and white are also the nation-

al colours of Sardinia. 

 
Karolina Cawall - Brazil 

The Flow of Life 

 

The inspiration of this work was from nature.  Represent the feminine, the 

importance of giving birth, fertility and femininity. 

I’m now going to let the individual artists speak in their own words.  People wrote for me in English, which was not every-

one’s first language.  I have edited for both clarity and space and have tried to let individual voices shine through.  
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Erin Panratz -  Canada 

Eva 

The voluptuous contemporary forms used by artists Eva Hess and Louise Bourgeois 

in their sculptures have always fascinated me. They are reminiscent of the female 

body, and in fact are the direct inspiration for Eva … as they evoke the very essence of 

the Dea Madre itself. However, I also wanted to stay true to my own style and process 

in my exploration of this ancient symbol. So I used colour, which is my comfort zone, 

to express the inherent vibrancy and power that creates and sustains life. 

Her name, Eva, is a nod to both Eva Hesse and the mythical Eve. 

 

 

 

 

Suzanne Spahi - Canada 

Ogni Vida un Storia - Every dress tells a story 

When confronted with the theme of the Dea Madre for the symposium, I immediately 

researched into the tradition of rugs in Sardinia…. My rug is taken from an actual an-

tique rug used to commemorate the dead and I reinterpreted it into a rug of life, with 

the blue representing the Sardinian sky and the gold line in-between the sun rays. The 

lady figure is taken from a short film about the women from Desolo the roughest 

mountainous region in Sardinia where women make and embroider their clothes and 

wear them for many years. The quote in the mosaic is  taken from the film but I wrote 

it in the dialect of Ploaghe.  

 

Ariane Blanquet - France 

Grand Madre - Great Mother 

My mosaic is a skin. The skin of the earth from where the remains of Nu-

ragic worlds suddenly emerge. This mythical civilisation, rich in legends of 

giants and heroes, from where it takes its name of Great Mother. The 

human skin, that of the original mother goddess, made from tesserae of 

marble, of stones picked up on pathways by chance, on our cool, morn-

ing walks; mineral beauties, stones more precious than our hosts give us 

every day… Fascinated by tribal art, my work is often understated and 

pared down. In form as much as in colour, from the heart of the creative 

effervescence of mosaics, I have drawn strength to put new aspects of 

my work in relief… 

 

Nirit Keren -  Israel 

The Source 

 
When I started my research on the dea madre  of Sardinia I fell in love with the 

Nuragic culture, especially with the ceremonial sites. These were always connect-

ed to a sacred well, as the earth represents the source of living and water is a life 

source. Those sites were shaped as a key hole, and going down into the well was 

through a well-engineered staircase, made of stone. Most of the well sites look like 

a vulva.  My sculpture ... is an abstract female shape that is the source of the uni-

verse, and the stepped form represents the sacred wells. 
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Virginia Zanotti - Italy 

La Dea di Tutti, Tutti Sono La Dea - Everyone’s a Goddess 

My work is a print of my body translated in mosaic with stones, wood, shells and other 

organic material I found in Sardinia. The decoration (all inspired by the Sardinia’s god-

dess archaeological finds) are in smalti and the back ground is formed by ancient fabric 

pieces (a hand made fabric from my great grandmother).  The ‘head’ is outside the mo-

saic and is built with fabric (from my grandmother’s work) and plumage. It is a hole 

where everyone can insert the head, from here the concept and the mosaic title: Every 

one’s a Goddess 

 

Aida Valencia - Mexico 

La Guerriera - The Warrior 

My inspiration for my piece was a mixture of women  and goddesses, the warrior 

is inspired in the force and the strength of women. The experience for me work-

ing together with this group was just incredible… getting to   know each artist and 

working together as a team was just the best….fortunately we had a great group 

of artists where everyone was helpful and supportive. 

 

Angela Turner Sanders - USA 

Eternal Force 

My piece … is about my personal connection to the dea madre icon and how the 

ideas (symbolism) behind this ancient piece are still relevant ... today. She is a sym-

bol of feminine power and everything that is associated with both the earth and 

women.  I hope that this mosaic gives the feeling of strength and a feminine life 

force that moves through time with same importance now as in centuries past.  ... it 

was important that the artwork not only symbolize la dea madre but also represent 

the place and time where she was found.  ... There were two colors of particular 

importance to these ancient people; red and black.  … Black was the color of fertile 

soil, which gave nourishment.  Red was the color of blood and life. I incorporated 

Sardinian rocks, minerals and metals … to connect the modern piece to the ancient 

place… 

 
And the last word goes to Guilio   …... 

... I always tried to find new solutions, and experiment with ideas to make mosaic a 

technique that lives by its own light.  This idea culminated in three exhibitions in 

Clauaino followed by the 2015 mosaic international symposium…. The success of 

that first experiment meant that Sardinia could be the site of the Ploaghe Interna-

tional Symposium.   It was a challenge! In less than two months, together with a few 

"brave" others, we decided to organize an international symposium!!!! Today, I can 

say it was a .. "madness" ... a gamble ... but that was a tremendous success ...! A 

beautiful thing that has flourished between the fingers ... That the dream came true 

is mainly due to the extraordinary capacity of the ten artists invited to live our 

dream with us and turn it into reality.  I entrusted to them, to their abilities, the 

chance to be born and grow a project.  And the results have been incredible ...! 

Every story, every culture, every technique could give life to a work of art that has 

become the visible realization of the dream. Ten artists from nine countries have made the archaic myth of the 

Mother Goddess "born again" in the ancient land of Sardinia.  ....  
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The MAANZ NSW open exhibition Textural Dreams and Mosaic Memories was held at 

gaffa in Sydney during August this year. With over forty entries, the spirit of mosaic in 

NSW is clearly strong with 28 wall hanging pieces and fourteen sculptural pieces.  gaffa 

is centrally located in the Sydney CBD and hosts a number of small gallery spaces and 

artist’s studios. This setup creates a cross pollination of audiences who may not other-

wise seek out a mosaic exhibition. gaffa shares one opening night across all their gal-

leries leading to very large numbers attending. At one point in the evening we had 

over 80 people in our gallery space. 

 

Held in the alternate year to the MAANZ symposium, the state open exhibitions are an 

important feature in the mosaic calendar. They give members the opportunity to ex-

hibit with other mosaic artists without the somewhat scary factor of pre selection. This 

inclusive approach encourages both established and emerging artists to submit work 

and in this show we had several first time exhibitors showing alongside established 

artists from around Australia and beyond. MAANZ exhibitions not only educate the 

broader community about mosaic art but just as importantly educate and inspire our 

own members.  

 

The works entered in Textural Dreams 

and Mosaic Memories showcased the diver-

sity of approaches to mosaic art in Aus-

tralia. Across the exhibition we saw a 

widening understanding of mosaic tech-

niques and materials. A broad range of 

tesserae was utilised by artists including 

reclaimed and hand-made tesserae with 

unique surface treatments, traditional 

marble and smalti, pebbles and minerals, 

as well as glazed and unglazed ceramic. 

It was also encouraging to see the range 

of substrates employed by artists includ-

ing hand-made sculptural forms, relief work 

and undulating substrates. 

 

Concepts explored in the works ranged from social and 

political commentary, personal memories and reflection, 

references to the classical, explorations of the subcon-

scious and a touch of whimsy. All pieces linked loosely to 

the exhibition theme which gave the exhibition a thread 

and some cohesion. What was evident is that the pieces 

that had that ‘something extra’ were not only well crafted 

but brought both technical skill and a level of conceptual 

exploration.  

Caitlin Hughes is a Blue 

Mountains mosaic 

artist and director of 

Hughes Studio a school 

of Visual Art and 

Mosaic. She is currently 

working on a mosaic 

exhibition and 

installation at the 

Woodford Academy. 

Kate Butler What was, What is  

1st Prize, Wall hanging 

Tracy Jimogiannis - Marked by The Sea  

1st Prize 3D 
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Our judges this year were Anthony Bulmer and Pamela Horsnell. Anthony is an experi-

enced mosaic practitioner with extensive technical knowledge and Pamela a practising 

printmaker, illustrator and mixed media artist. We appreciate their time and expertise 

in judging this exhibition.  

 

First prize in wall hanging work was awarded to artist Kate Butler for her piece What 

was, What is. In this piece Kate has extended her signature use of textural laying, working 

this time with porcelain remnants on a hand-formed undulating substrate to com-

municate change, instability and uncertainty.  The judges commented on her sophisti-

cated palette as well as the movement and varied heights of the tesserae. 

 

First prize in sculptural work went to Tracey Jimogiannis for her ceramic sculptural 

vase Marked by the Sea. In this piece Tracey created handmade ceramic tesserae im-

printed with textures of the sea such as shells, stones and nets then stained with ox-

ides. These hand-made pieces were then assembled to create a memory of amphoras 

of a different time. The judges were interested in Tracey’s use of texture and colour as 

well as her individual approach to her mosaic practice. 

 

 

 

” A wonderful diverse 

and fascinating exhibi-

tion featuring an innova-

tive use of found objects 

and various mosaic ma-

terials.” 

Pamela Horsnell 

“As good as you would 

see anywhere in the 

world. “ 

Anthony Bulmer 

Wall Hanging Section prize 

winners 

Clockwise from top left 

 

2nd Galia Menin  

Mosaic Memories and Music 

3rd Vicky Bush  

Concentric Dreams 

Highly Commended  

Marion Davis 

Banksia 

Linda Weiss 

Aphrodite 
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The winners received prizes from MAANZ and from sponsors Mia Mosaics, Mosaic 

Magic and Hughes Studio. Huge thanks to our exhibition coordinator Inge Gardner 

and NSW State Rep Francessca O’Donnell for their time and energy as well as the team 

of members who assisted with the exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caitlin Hughes 

See more of Caitlin and her work at www.hughesstudio.com.au 

See the full exhibition 

on the MAANZ website 

at www.maanz.org/

exhibitions/nsw-

exhibition-2016 or on 

the MAANZ Facebook 

page here. 

Sculptural Section prize 

winners 

Clockwise from top left 

 

2nd  Birgit Heinemann  

Brick Work Punk 

3rd Francessca O’Donnell  

Shedding the Layers 

Highly Commended 

Liz Cram  

Mangrove Veins 

Cindy Marulanda 

Petrified Coral’ 

People’s choice award 

Birgit Heineman  

Tribal Embrace 

http://www.hughesstudio.com.au/about.html
http://maanz.org/exhibitions/nsw-exhibition-2016/
http://maanz.org/exhibitions/nsw-exhibition-2016/
http://maanz.org/exhibitions/nsw-exhibition-2016/
https://www.facebook.com/Mosaic-Association-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand-MAANZ-114290011965801/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1127685197292939
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Savage Curiosities is an exhibition by Karen Ami (USA) and Pamela Irving (Melbourne). 

 In 2009 Karen Ami, then President of SAMA (Society of American Mosaic Artists), came to 

Australia to be keynote speaker at the Brisbane MAANZ symposium. During that time Karen 

and Pamela quickly identified an affinity. They both come from a Fine Art background with 

majors in art history, ceramics and sculpture and now concentrate their practice in mosaic. 

Their appreciation for African art, fetish objects, humour as well as the works of Paul Klee, 

Fernand Leger and Picasso form the basis for this collaboration. Pamela Irving tells the 

story behind the show. 

 

Karen Ami utilises handmade, 

inscribed broken ceramic pieces in 

her narratives.  Her textured and 

incised ceramic slabs are imbued with 

words and hackneyed (criss cross) 

marks. Within her artworks lie 

fragmented stories, poems and 

drawings which are hand cut to dress 

her sculptural forms.  

 

In the 1980s Ami worked for DC 

Comics. The storyboard setup of 

graphic novels, combined with the 

grid patterning found in traditional 

tapa cloth have inspired Ami to 

segment her mosaic works. Akin to 

the methods employed by comic makers, her segments divide sections of action. The 

shapes in her mosaic tapestries are varied to indicate emotion and tension in her 

sequences.  The size, shape and style of a panel, as well as the placement of figures 

inside them affect the timing or pacing of the story she is telling. The panels are used 

to break up and encapsulate sequences 

 

Pamela Irving uses found 

ceramics, old china, pottery, back 

stamps and marble to tell her 

stories. Some of the narratives in 

her pieces are a retelling of the 

story of the Byzantine Empress 

Theodora as told through the 

writings of Procopius. The 

characters are portrayed in 

muted tones, and her palette for 

this exhibition is the most 

subdued she has ever used. The 

varied surfaces of different 

materials and textures help portray 

the invented and real characters. 

Pamela Irving is cur-

rently working towards 

two major exhibitions 

to be held in Mel-

bourne in 2017. She 

works across media in 

mosaic, painting and 

drawing. Pamela regu-

larly teaches at the 

Chicago Mosaic 

School. Her works are 

held in public and pri-

vate collections in Aus-

tralia, Japan Italy and 

USA. 
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Savage Curiosities describes not only the love of 

primitivism apparent in Ami and Irving’s 

respective works, but also the methodology 

of these two artists. Collaborating over the 

past 18 months, using the internet to 

communicate and connect regularly, the two 

exchanged photos and ideas of their works in 

progress.  When Ami began sending images 

of her gridded mosaics to Irving, Pamela’s 

work changed trajectory.  

 

Her drawings and figures also started to 

utilise the grid. Likewise, when Irving sent a 

photograph of her bird image to Ami, Karen 

responded to this elongated figure. There 

were many such exchanges both riffing from 

each other’s pieces. 

 

Karen and Pamela have both deliberately employed a limited range of colour including 

black, white, brown and ochres. There are variations in textures and sheen within their 

colour range and some inclusions of metals.  Ami has been employing a restricted 

palette for some years and this has become part of her signature style. For Irving this 

was a big change as she was formerly known for her vivid colours.  This palette shifts 

the viewer from automatically thinking the works are humorous. The adoption of these 

more natural colours sit beautifully with her black and white ink drawings. 

 

Both artists draw and paint as a regular part of their 

practice. The exhibition also contains their works on 

paper which sometimes are the preliminary drawings 

for the mosaics, at other the drawings come after the 

mosaic. The drawings are an integral part of this 

exhibition. 

 

 

The exhibition is very cohesive. Many have 

commented that it is hard to distinguish 

who did certain pieces. For Ami and Irving 

this has been a very stimulating process 

and the beginning for future collaboration. 

Both artists are inquisitive by nature and 

these works derive from a place where 

curiosity lives and thrives. 

 

Pamela Irving  

See more of Pamela’s work at pamelairving.com.au 

See more of Karen’s work at artamiba.com 

Savage Curiosities 

2nd September –  

28th October  

Gallery of Contemporary 

Mosaics, Chicago 

Karen Ami is Founder 

and Executive Director 

of the Chicago Mosaic 

School. She is an 

award  winning artist 

who exhibits in the USA 

and around the world. 

She has a Masters in 

Fine Arts from the Art 

Institute of Chicago 

and undergraduate 

degrees from Boston 

Museum School and 

Tufts University. 

http://www.pamelairving.com.au
http://www.artamiba.com


MAANZ values the skills and knowledge of its members and as an organisation we rec-

ognise the merit of passing these on to each other. One of the ways this can happen is 

through the MAANZ Mentorship Program which brings together professional mosaic 

artists with those eager to learn. The mentee gives their time and practical assistance to 

a specific project and in turn the mentor passes on their knowledge and skills as they 

relate to the project. The is a non-paid arrangement where there is mutual benefit to 

both the mentor and mentee. 

 

Looking for Mentors 

We are currently looking for established mo-

saic artists who would be interested in partici-

pating in the mentorship program. We have a 

number of keen potential mentees but need 

willing mentors to link them up with. Do you 

have a specific project coming up through 

which you would have the opportunity to 

share your skills with a mentee? It does not 

need to be a large scale project, nor does it 

have to be a long term arrangement. Each 

project has parameters which the mentor can 

define. 

 

 

There is a formal application 

process facilitated by MAANZ 

to help ensure that the men-

tor and mentee are a positive 

match. If you are ready to 

share your skills and 

knowledge please read 

through the Mentorship In-

formation document and 

submit a mentorship pro-

posal for your project. This 

information can be found on 

the MAANZ website educa-

tion page here.   

 

 

If you have any questions about the process, please email Caitlin at educa-

tion@maanz.org 

 

 

 

‘Caitlin Hughes 
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 “Participating in the 

Mentorship Program 

was an extremely valua-

ble experience for me. I 

learnt so much through 

this opportunity which 

improved my own prac-

tice and I would eagerly 

do it again. I highly rec-

ommend this program” 

 

Kelly Wild (NSW) 

previous participant  

Mentee Kelly Wild working on a public art 

project in Marian Shapiro’s studio. 

Mentees Kelly Wild and Lorette Davies with mentor Marian 

Shapiro in her studio. 

MAANZ Education and 

Community Officer, 

Caitlin Hughes, is a 

Blue Mountains mosa-

ic artist and director of 

Hughes Studio. Caitlin 

has a BFA in sculpture 

from NAS School and 

a Master of Teaching 

in VA Ed. from USYD. 

She is currently work-

ing on a series of site 

specific mosaic instal-

lations at the Wood-

ford Academy. 

http://maanz.org/education
mailto:education@maanz.org?subject=Mentorship%20Program
mailto:education@maanz.org?subject=Mentorship%20Program
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One of the benefits of being a MAANZ member is having access to the members’ area 

of the website which contains documents and information not available to non-

members. 

 

For instance, all previous issues of the eMag are available for download, together with 

an index of articles. This can prove an invaluable resource. Members are also encour-

aged to read Bruce Gascoigne’s excellent and thorough paper on glues for mosaic pro-

jects. You will also find our policy for running workshops, which includes useful infor-

mation about the registration process. 

 

Logging In 

To login to the members area click the grey pan-

el at the top right of the screen. This will take you 

to the login screen shown on the right. 

 

Enter your login name  

If you were a member before the new website 

went live in 2014 then your username will de-

fault to firstname.lastname – note the dot – else 

you would have registered with a username of 

your own choosing through the website. Note 

that it won’t be your email address.  

If you’ve forgotten your user name email me at 

treasurer@maanz.org. 

 

Forgot your Password? 

If you have forgotten your password, click the 

Lost your password link on the login screen. This 

will take you to the screen shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you have clicked Get New Password a link will be 

sent to your email address. Note that you enter either 

your username or email address in this screen form. 

 

Once you have logged in, the MEMBERS menu item will 

replace JOIN on the main menu, and you can explore 

the members area. If you have any questions about the 

website please email me at treasurer@maanz.org. 

 

 

David Lacey 

David Lacey, MAANZ 

treasurer, reveals the 

members’ only area of 

the MAANZ website. 

mailto:treasurer@maanz.org
mailto:treasurer@maanz.org.?subject=MAANZ%20Website%20
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Jens Herbert Lichtenberger  

20th May 1950 - 29th Oct 2016 

 

It is with great sorrow and a saddened heart that I am writing of the passing of one of 

our dear members Jens Lichtenberger.  Jens was bigger than life and well known and 

loved by many in our mosaic community. Thanks Jens for teaching me how to hug 

without patting people's backs!  Sending love, courage and strength to Lea Kannar 

Lichtenberger.  

 

noula 

Jens at Moree Art 

Show 2002 
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MAANZ  Christmas Party 

We would love you and your family to join us on December 4th for a Christmas get 

together and the opportunity for creative souls and mosaic enthusiasts to catch up. 

 

When:   Sunday 4th December,  10am - 3 pm  

Where:         The Royal Botanical Gardens, Sydney - Entry via Art Gallery Rd 

RSVP Essential :   Chess 0402 856 582 or email nswrep@maanz.org    

   Please let me know number of adults and children coming and 

your mobile number, so I can contact you to confirm exactly                                  

where we are or let you know if venue changes due to weather. 

              

Wet weather plan:    Noula's Studio - The Mosaic Art School of Sydney  

                             747 Darling St, Rozelle NSW 2039  

 

There is plenty of metered parking at the Botanical Gardens in Sydney on the road that 

goes  past the Art Gallery of NSW. We are planning to find a huge shady tree to set 

ourselves up so people can join us as they arrive . Everyone please bring their own 

lunch plus a plate to share of either sweet or savoury. More details and a map will be 

sent to all closer to the date. 

 

Royal Easter Show 2017 

Entries for the Royal Easter Show Arts an Crafts section are now open.  Mosaics has 

three sections; Under 20s, Wall Hanging and Sculptural 3D. 

 

This is one of the less time pressure competitions to enter, as there is no photo or artist 

statement required with entry so the work does not need to be complete on entering.  

 

For interstate artists I have found the Royal to be very well organized so postal entries 

and returns are efficient and in my experience art works are very well looked after. 

 

Online entries close:   8th Feb  2017   

Delivery :   24th / 25th March 2017 

Exhibition:  6th -19th April  2017 

 

You can download the prospectus here 

On-line entry form here  

 

 

 

 

Francessca O’Donnell 

mailto:nswrep@maanz.org?subject=MAANZ%20Christmas%20Party
http://www.rasnsw.com.au/globalassets/document-library/rasnsw/competitions/arts--craft/2016-arts-and-crafts-schedule.pdf
https://www.myras.org.au/CAS/Account/Login
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Community Mosaic in Penrith 

Over June and July, NSW MAANZ member Marian Shapiro worked with clients, family 

members and staff of the Nepean Hospital Mental Health Unit to produce a mosaic 

Piecing it Together  as part of their Year of the Family initiative. 

 

Marian held a series of workshops at the unit 

which produced 94 mosaic quilt squares, each 

with a border colour of one of the five Year of 

the Family colours.  Participants used templates 

and pre-cut tile prepared by Marian and her 

team of four assistants and could choose to use 

either existing patterns or design their own. 

 

 

The finIshed squares came back 

from the workshops and were 

placed into their final positions on 

the 10 sq metre template.  Marian 

and the team (Jane Boler, Andrea 

Ketterling, Anneliese Senn and 

Cindy Topic) then laid the 

background to the quilts.  Once 

the whole piece had been put 

together, the mosaic was cut into 

panels and face mounted on 

plastic.   

Each section was flipped and 

given a backing of alkali resistant 

fibreglass mesh and cement-

based adhesive, resulting in 

panels which were permanently 

installed on the wall in September 

2016 with grout and adhesive 

supplied by Laticrete as a 

contribution to the project.  The 

wall was officially unveiled at the 

Family Fun Day and opening on 

October 5th. 

 

 

 

 

 

L-R: Anneliese, Jane, Marian, Cindy at the wall 

Wall completed and installed 

Unveiling the plaque at the wall 
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November MAANZ Meeting 

Creativity was the central question at the MAANZ SA meeting when twelve mosaicists 

met at the Jam Factory at Seppeltsfield.  

  

We explored statements by 

famous people on their  thoughts 

are around creativity which made 

us think of our own creative 

process. A lively discussion 

uncovered thoughts and ways 

how we create our mosaics or just 

simply conceive ideas. 

  

 

During the second part of the meeting we connected by Skype with MAANZ President 

Noula Diamontopolous extending our techniques concerning creativity. Many of us 

discovered new techniques and hope to have a more in depth session soon.  

  

The Jam Factory was a wonderful venue for our meeting and quite a few of us took the 

opportunity to shop for presents, taste wine, or enjoy lunch. 

 

On Line Connections 

Have a look at this website, Art, Music and Design Barossa.  It is always hard to find 

artists, musicians or other creatives for an event, commission or party and at the same 

time it will give artists a platform to connect.  

 

Regional Development Australia’s 

Barossa branch supported the 

development of the site and has now 

engaged a part time Arts and Cultural 

Facilitator.  Like all good ideas that 

evolve in the Barossa, the Arts Music 

Design concept came to life over a 

bottle of wine and conversation 

among friends.  

 

 

 

Recognising the opportunity to bring together the creative communities of Barossa, 

Light, Mallala and Gawler, the Art Music Design website is an initiative of Regional 

Development Australia Barossa in collaboration with the Barossa Arts Council, who have 

supported and advised the development of this site from its initial concept.  

 

Acting as a virtual hub for arts, music and design ideas and inspiration, Art Music Design 

connects creatives with events, venues, suppliers and customers.  It’s word of mouth 

online and could be a prototype for regional areas in Australia.  

Kristin Wohlers 

Deep in thought at the creativity session 

Art, Music and Design Barossa website 

http://artmusicdesignbarossa.org.au
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Good Luck Luna  

It is time to say good-bye to one of the most active State members – Luna Parish. She will be 

moving to Melbourne. I wish her all the very best and we will dearly miss her enthusiasm, 

skills and humour. Here she tells her story.    

 

It has been ten years since I first came to 

Adelaide from New Zealand and nine 

years since I joined MAANZ. It is hard to 

believe that a decade has passed so 

quickly and yet so much has happened. In 

those first few years when I was fresh out 

of art school and trying to find my wings 

as a fledgling mosaic artist, the SA MAANZ 

contingent was fairly small and thinly 

spread. There were no regular meet-ups, 

exhibitions, workshops or other events. 

SA mosaicists were very good at keeping to themselves, creating in studios, sheds, 

spare rooms or at the kitchen table. People were working, but in isolation; they were 

learning by teaching themselves. A small few got together occasionally, but it was 

difficult to meet fellow artists if you didn’t already know someone. 

 

That all started to change in 2011, when SA was given the opportunity to host the 

MAANZ biennial symposium for the first time. As is often the case, it was a small group 

of dedicated individuals who worked hard to make it all happen but happen it did! Once 

the ball started rolling and gaining momentum there was no stopping it.  

 

Over the past five years I have seen MAANZ SA 

continue to grow and change. Talented mosaic 

artists emerged out of the woodwork all over 

the state. We began having exhibitions and 

events, acclaimed interstate and international 

mosaic experts came to visit and teach 

workshops, we gathered together and 

exchanged ideas; we shared food and wine 

and not just practical information and 

knowledge, but also many laughs. I have met 

many fabulous people and made some great 

friends, all of whom continue to awe and 

inspire me on so many levels. I will miss you but 

I know I’ll be seeing you all again soon … 

 

As I move on to Melbourne, a new place and a new phase, I know that MAANZ SA will 

keep expanding and evolving. I am looking forward to new adventures but I am also 

taking many happy memories. 

 

Luna Parrish 

L-R Luna, Ella and Sandra 

Luna in Melbourne 



Sue Leitch 
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Visit to Castle Phoenix 

A couple of MAANZ members joined a group of other volunteers in October to visit 

Castle Phoenix to help out with preparing more mosaics. 

 

Christina and Francis were busy preparing glass bricks out of recycled bottles for use in 

a glass brick wall on site.  They are the ultimate recyclers, with any broken bottles put 

into a tumbler and then sorted and sieved to be used either as tumbled glass in mosa-

ics or for use in concrete for a shiny glass insert finish.  They are collecting bottles so if 

any of you have any to spare let me know and I can put you in touch.   

 

Mosaics that we worked on included more circles for the circle wall; autumn and spring 

leaves for one of the far boundary walls and tear drops for use elsewhere on the site.  

The scale of the work here is to be seen to believed. Here are some words from Shirley, 

one of the other participants on the day. 

 

“Castle Phoenix at Geeveston south of Hobart is 

a unique venue for a mosaic workshop or work-

ing bee. Francis Shepherd and Christina Kent 

are two visionary artists who are building a cas-

tle as their home with surrounding garden 

sculptures which they envisage will all be com-

pletely covered with mosaics. When Sue Leitch 

and I attended a mosaic working bee at the cas-

tle we spent time among wall-high piles of myri-

ad coloured tiles and sculptural shapes as we 

worked on pieces that will become part of thou-

sands of mosaics that will cover the building 

walls and garden installations. Francis and Chris-

tina have a grand vision for their property and 

as they have both worked with tiles they have 

enormous enthusiasm and dedication to the art 

of mosaics. The experience of visiting the castle, seeing the work in progress, and being 

able to participate in their vision through sharing the mosaics creative process with 

them is an absolute joy.” 

 

 

Member news 

Congratulations to Wendy Edwards who crossed 

the seas and had a road trip to South Australia to 

hold an exhibition at Seppelts Grand Cru with a 

wonderful collection of her wildlife sculptures in-

cluding hares, guinea fowl and white and black 

cockatoos.  She has followed this up with a work-

shop Fins and Wings in the Blue Mountains at 

Caitlin Hughes’s studio in Woodford. 

Tile stash at Castle Phoenix 

Phyllis, Sybil and Molly off to a new home 
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Kaye Gilhooly has headed off to India and as part of her trip she is going to see visiting 

Nek Chand’s Rock Garden in Chandigarh. We hope she will share her travel pictures 

with us. 

 

Kaye and Wendy both took part in a recent exhibition in Hobart celebrating the form of 

the penguin for the the Australian Antarctic Festival.  Out of all the wonderful penguins 

there were three with mosaics. 

 

End of Year Christmas BBQ  

I would love to invite all the Tasmanian members to a BBQ at my house . 

 

When:   Sunday 4th of December from 12.30 pm.  Family and partners welcome, 

but please RSVP to tasrep@maanz.org to help me with catering. 

 

BYO:  Meat or veg burgers, sausages, kebabs, We will have a non meat plate on 

the BBQs reserved for those who need it.  I will have a few salads.  Let me 

know if you have any favorite salad you would like to bring. If you could 

bring a plate for dessert/cheese platter that would be warmly received. 

Where: 45 Henry Street 

Dulcot. If coming 

from Hobart take 

the road to Rich-

mond. The Dulcot 

turn off is Boyes 

Street approx. 7 k 

from the Cam-

bridge School turn 

off to the left.  

Google or contact 

me for further di-

rections. 

L-R Penguins by  

Rita Boucher, Wendy Edwards, Kaye Gilhooly 

The welcome committee 

mailto:tasrep@maanz.org?subject=Christmas%20party
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In Victoria we’re getting ready for that mad time of year where we get busy with Cup 

weekend, workshops, and getting ready for Christmas. We had a surprise workshop at 

Hann-Made studios which was held the day before this E-mag goes out so I’ll have to 

put photos in the next newsletter! 

 

Pamela Irving 

Our own Vice President Pamela Irving has been incredibly busy since presenting and 

exhibiting in Spilimbergo, Italy earlier this year. She recently had a joint exhibition, Sav-

age Curiosities with Karen Ami at the Gallery  of Contemporary Mosaics in Chicago as 

well as teaching at the Chicago Mosaic School.  The works were very intriguing and 

interesting and it was a huge success. Read Pamela’s story about it in the body of this 

edition of the eMag. 

 

She has just had an open studio weekend here in Melbourne and created a piece Yolo 

Cow for an invitational exhibition of international mosaic artists in Kyoto, Japan to be held 

in late November and December. 

Pamela is also about to go off to Shanghai to teach art education to kindergarten and 

primary teachers in China, for the second time in the last twelve months. This is all 

done through an interpreter with very large classes. What a challenge that will be.  I 

don't know how she fits it all in.  We wish her well.  

 

Keep in touch 

We love hearing about members’ achievements and creations! Please don’t forget to 

email us  at vicrep@maanz.org if you have news! 

 

Maery Gabriel 

Earlier in the year, Victorian members went to Gippsland to visit the Baw Baw Arts Alliance 

and view some of Maery Gabriel’s works. One of our members loved it so much she asked 

to write about it.  

In early Spring, a group of Victorian MAANZ members headed to the hills of Gippsland 

to learn more about the humble and talented Maery Gabriel (1939-2011) an amazing 

woman who has left a magnificent legacy of works and influence. In addition to seeing 

some impressive works in public spaces in Warragul, we spent time with artists from 

the Baw Baw Arts Alliance in the Yarragon Arts Hub, who generously shared their sto-

ries about their passion for mosaics. 

 

Maery was a spiritual person devoted to representing her ideas about the earth in a 

myriad of artistic ways. To appreciate this fully one need go no further than Maery's 

own words.  

“I'm an earth person. I love Earth in all her being and I love to make mosaic because I 

am using Earth stuff, raw stone and human-cooked glass and ceramic, made from 

Earth elements. 

Bev Plowman 

mailto:vicrep@maanz.org
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This Earth stuff is cut into tesserae, the starting point for my mosaic, each tessera full 

of potential, individually and together able to weave many strands into a story, as with 

a word in a poem or a note in music."  

The Maery Gabriel tour was a special day for someone like me who is new to MAANZ 

and still learning so much. A rare chance to meet other friendly people and learn that 

it is indeed ok to break the rules within reason. I was excited to see that Maery also 

equated tesserae with words and this is something I do as a writer. There are many 

similarities between laying tesserae and building a written work, word by word, piece 

by piece.  

 

At the start of the day I knew little about Maery, only that she was the only mosaic art-

ist to win the Blake prize for religious art (a huge accomplishment).  By day’s end, I 

learned that her special way of working and capacity to teach others will endure.  

There are many including Cetta Pilati and the Baw Baw Art Alliance who are deter-

mined to make sure her works are honoured and her impact will continue well into 

the future.  

 

Amanda Tattam  

 

To find out more about Maery Gabriel visit the Facebook page here or 

the Maery Gabriel page of the Gippsland Artist website here 

Wall by Maery Gabriel  

http://www.facebook.com/MaeryGabriel
http://gippslandartists.com/artist.aspx?artistID=147
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Red Gum Retreat 

We recently held our most significant event for the year and had a wonderful time at 

Red Gum. A full house of fifteen enjoyed the  beautiful venue, great company, food 

and mosaics. We started our retreat with lunch and then settled into our lovely ac-

commodation before taking a very short stroll to the cellar door for some cider and 

fruit wine tasting at the Wine Tree hosted by the lovely Nick and Henry (his dog). With 

a few bottles under our arms we headed back to have dinner followed by a presenta-

tion by Pat Manger on her recent workshop at Koko Mosaics in Ravenna, Italy.  

 

Day Two  

After a leisurely breakfast 

we gathered for the first 

workshop – 101 Ways 

with Thinset.* We discussed 

the many ways thinset can 

be used in mosaics, made 

a few small samples, ex-

perimented with colour 

and prepared a light-

weight substrate using 

mesh and thinset.  

 

 

 

We had another beautiful lunch and then free time during which some walked into 

town and others chose to work on the mosaic marathon. Then it was time for me to 

give the second presentation on my SAMA Experience (Society of American Mosaic 

Artists), San Diego, California. Happy hour was next followed by another beautiful din-

ner. We watched the movie Big Eyes and then crashed into bed after a full day. 

 

Day Three  

This came around too quick-

ly. After breakfast we had 

the second workshop - Ham-

mer and Hardie. Pat demon-

strated the correct use of 

these traditional mosaic 

tools and then we all had a 

try cutting smalti, limestone 

and marble. The cut pieces 

were used to make a small 

abstract mosaic with one of 

the substrates prepared the previous day with some great results. Another great 

lunch (so much beautiful food), more pieces added to the mosaic marathon and all 

too quickly it was time to leave. No one was in a hurry! 

Dorothy Burke 

*Thinset is the term 

commonly used in the 

USA for cement-based 

adhesive 

101 Ways with Thinset workshop 

At work on the mosaic marathon 
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The Mosaic Marathon was set out and 

available to be worked on during the full 

time of the retreat. The finished mosaic (a 

triptych featuring lotus flowers, butterflies 

and dragonflies) will be given to Recovery 

House for their garden. Recovery House is 

a facility of Richmond Wellbeing and offers 

residential recovery programs to assist 

those suffering from mental trauma. A 

very worthy recipient. As the mosaic 

was not finished during the retreat  a group of members got together a few weeks ago 

at the Glen Forrest home of Kathy Whiteside to complete it. 

 

October Event – Day in the Country 

Thirteen members and their guests took 

a drive to York (approximately 50 k from 

Perth) to view the York Art Awards as 

guests of local MAANZ member Pam 

Heaton. Following a viewing of the exhi-

bition in the Town Hall we viewed Pam’s 

most recent mosaic installed in the 

main street. With lunch in hand we 

headed up to Pam’s place to eat and 

socialise. Another fantastic day. 

 

November BBQ Lunch 

It was a great way to end another successful 

year for MAANZ WA. Fourteen members and 

guests made their way to the beautiful home in 

the Swan Valley of Margaret and Brian. It was a 

very relaxed and friendly gathering with a bbq 

lunch and lots of chat and exchange of ideas for 

our 2017 program. If this is an indication then 

next year will be even more jam packed with mo-

saic events that this year! 

 

It was good to meet new members and to catch up with those who have been travel-

ling and out of action for health reasons. Our first event for 2017 will be another social 

gathering, so watch out for the details. 

And Finally 

As this is the last eMag for the year, a very happy, safe and peaceful Christmas period 

to all of our mosaic friends everywhere and we look forward to next year and the lead 

up to the Tasmanian symposium. 

At the mosaic 

Finishing the mosaic marathon panel 

Members enjoy the end of year event 
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Missed something? 

Back copies of the eMag are available to 

MAANZ members on the members’ area of 

the website. www.maanz.org 

 

 

 

http://www.maanz.org


Our mailing address is: 
Mosaic Association of Australia and NZ 

747 Darling Street Rozelle 

Sydney, New South Wales 2039, Australia 

 

Contact Us 
President: 
president@maanz.org  
 
Newsletter Editor:  
newsletter@maanz.org  
 
Visit us on the web at www.maanz.org  
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NZ 

Joy Ashby  

Paul Harper  

Sitara Kooreman 

Darienne Voyle  

 

QLD 

Julie Massie  
 

SA  
Karen Forde  

Welcome to New Members 

© 

 

Executive Committee 

President :                       Noula Diamantopoulos 

Vice President:                Pamela Irving 

Treasurer:                        David Lacey 

Secretary:                        Cetta Pilati 

 

Branch Reps 

New South Wales:          Francessca O’Donnell 

Victoria:                            Bev Plowman 

Queensland:                    Vacant 

South Australia:               Kristin Wohlers 

Western Australia:          Dorothy Burke 

Tasmania:                         Sue Leitch 

New Zealand:                   Janet Derbyshire 

 

Committee Appointees 

2017 Symposium Co-ordinator:    Sue Leitch 

Database/web Administrator:        David Lacey 

Education/Community Officer:      Caitlin Hughes 

Newsletter Editor:                           Marian Shapiro 

Community Works Officer:             Position Vacant 

  

Committee Members 

Caitlin Hughes 

Cetta Pilati 

  

VIC 

Valerie Mulhauser  

 

WA 

Christine Grant  

Sonia Lewis  

Laurie Oehme-Steers 

Susan Pirie  

mailto:president@maanz.org
mailto:newsletter@maanz.org
http://www.maanz.org

